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Parties to AIA trials
• Petitioner—third party 


• Files challenge against a patent
• Carries legal burdens throughout proceeding for 


both original grounds in petition as well as with 
amended claims


• Patent owner
• No burden to demonstrate patentability of claims
• Has several opportunities to represent their 


interests
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Types of AIA trials
• Inter partes review (IPR)
• Post grant review (PGR)
• Covered business method review (CBM) 


(sunset on September 16, 2020)
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Scope of grounds-IPR
• Petition: only on §102 (novelty) and §103 


(obviousness) grounds, and only on basis 
of prior art consisting of patents and 
printed publications


• Amended Claims: on any grounds for 
invalidity, including §101 (statutory subject 
matter) and §112 (written description and 
enablement)
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Scope of grounds-PGR
• On any ground of unpatentability, 


including §101, §112, §102 (novelty) and 
§103 (obviousness) 
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Phases of a PTAB Trial


• First Phase: Institution
• 6 months


• Second Phase: Trial
• 12 months 
• 6 month good cause extension possible
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Motion to amend-occurs in the Trial (second) Phase
• Patent owner may amend its claims during the 


trial phase to narrow the scope of the claims
• For example, in some cases, the Board may cancel the original 


claims but conclude that amended claims can be obtained
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Oral Argument
• Default-each party has one hour


• Petitioner argues first
• Patent Owner presents argument
• Petitioner reply argument
• Patent Owner sur-reply argument
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Differences between EPO and USPTO 


US Patent Office


• Laws of nature and natural phenomena, as 
identified by the courts, including naturally 
occurring principles/relations and nature-based 
products that are naturally occurring or that do 
not have markedly different characteristics 
compared to what occurs in nature may not be 
patent eligible.


• A claim reciting a judicial exception is not directed 
to the judicial exception if it also recites additional 
element(s) demonstrating that the claim as a 
whole integrates the exception into a practical 
application, such as the treatment or prophylaxis 
for a disease of condition.


European Patent Office


• An element isolated from the human body or 
produced by means of a technical process is 
patentable, even if the structure is identical to that 
of a natural element (Rule 29(2) EPC).


• Methods of treatment of the human or animal 
body by surgery or therapy as well as methods of 
diagnosis practiced on the human or animal body 
are not patentable. However, products or 
compositions for use in any of these methods are 
patentable (e.g. compound X for use in the 
treatment of disease Y) (Art. 53(c) EPC).
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PGR2019-9999 – Slides for Petitioner


• Claims 1-4: are not directed to patent eligible subject
matter because they do not overcome the “product
of nature” exception


• Claim 10: is not directed to patent eligible subject
matter because it does not apply a law of nature to
treating a disease and preempts the use of the
natural substance


• New Claim 11 is not directed to patentable eligible
subject matter because the claimed cells do not
represent a permanent structural change from what
is found in nature


• Claims 5-8 do not claim patent eligible subject matter
because the product does not represent a permanent
structural change and the additional steps
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Statutory Subject Matter


35 U.S.C. 101 – describes what is patentable
Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful


process, machine, manufacture, or composition
of matter, or any new and useful improvement
thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to
the conditions and requirements of this title.


But -- judicially recognized exceptions:


Product of nature
Laws of nature/natural phenomena
Abstract ideas
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Analysis used by USPTO for patent 
eligibility 


4


Claim interpretation 
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Relevant Facts


“FICPI” cells – progenitor cells that have been isolated  from a 
FICPI member and expanded under certain conditions are 
identified by the following novel set of cell surface markers:


CET-/PEC-/BUR+


There is no evidence that the isolation and expansion steps 
involved anything other than routine techniques 


Cells with these surface markers could reside in tissues other 
than the liver


The CET-/PEC-/BUR+ cells can be further differentiated into the 
following three lineages (when exposed to known growth factors 
and dim lighting):


CET5+/PEC+/BUR-


CET6+/PEC+/BUR-


CET7+/PEC+/BUR-
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1. A composition comprising an isolated culture of 
cells, wherein said cells are CET-, PEC- and BUR+.


2. The composition of Claim 1, wherein the isolated 
culture comprises at least 80% CET-, PEC-and BUR+


cells.


3. The composition of Claim 1, wherein the isolated 
culture is essentially free of any CET marker.


4. The composition of Claim 3, wherein the isolated 
culture is essentially free of any PEC marker.


Claims 1-4
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Judicial Exception:  Product of Nature


Claims 1-4 are directed to a “product of nature” and so
are not eligible for patenting


No evidence that isolating and expanding these cells
cause them to differ from a naturally occurring cell in a
way that influences the characteristics of the cell


The claimed CET-/PCE-/BUR+ cells differentiate into cell
lineages that express the CET and PEC markers, and do not
express the BUR marker, showing that the phenotype is
naturally occurring, may not be a permanent change and
may not influence the cell characteristics


The claimed cells may well be found in nature


Only the liver was tested, it may be in other tissues;


Adult stem cells are known to be rare so it is not surprising
it may be hard to locate
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Case Law Supports Patent Ineligibility
Supreme Court held that naturally occurring DNA is


not patentable even when isolated or purified because
it is a product of nature. Association for Molecular
Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, Inc., 569 U.S. 576 (2013)


Here, there is no evidence to show that the
differences in markers are not “nature’s handiwork” or
whether the differences in the surface markers
influence the characteristics of the cells


These claims are closer to in re Roslin, 750 F.3d 1333
(Fed. Cir. 2014), where it wasn’t clear that the
differences in mitochondrial DNA between the original
and cloned sheep were the product of nature and that
the differences influenced the characteristics of the
cloned sheep and so the cloned sheep was found
patent ineligible
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Claim 10


A method for treating liver disease, comprising
administering to a FICPI patient in need thereof, an
amount of the composition of Claim 1.


Claim 10 fails Steps 2A and 2B
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Claim 10


Under Step 2A, it is directed to a process of nature


Claim 10 depends from claim 1, which is directed to a
composition of cells that may be naturally occurring and in
any event are not permanently changed from a naturally
occurring cell


The “method of treating” liver disease is so broad as to be
meaningless (October 2019 PEG, page 14 – “treatment …
limitation must be ‘particular’, i.e., specifically identified so
that it does not encompass all applications of the judicial
exception.”)


“liver disease” covers everything from hepatitis, to cancer,
to enzyme deficiencies, to cirrhosis


There is no application of a relationship to teat a disease


This claim will “tie up” the use of this natural product
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Claim 10
Under Step 2B: assessing the remainder of the claim for an


“inventive concept”


There is nothing in the claim that is not routine or
conventional;


The “administering” step does not add anything inventive,
and there are no specific amounts directed to a specific
disease


Claim 10 is closer to the claims in Mayo Collab. Svcs. v.
Prometheus Labs., 566 U.S. 66 (2012)


Claims were directed to a process comprising the steps
of “administering” a drug and “determining” the level of
a metabolite, which did not transform the nature of the
claims.


The same is true here – there is no application of a
recognized natural law relationship – there is only a
recognized (possible) relationship
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Proposed New Claim 11


11. (New) A composition comprising an isolated culture of 
cells, wherein said cells have at least one of the following sets 
of surface markers, 


• CET5+/PEC+/BUR-


• CET6+/PEC+/BUR-


• CET7+/PEC+/BUR-.


Claim 11 is not directed to patent eligible subject matter


The claimed marker sets in these three lineages have not been 
shown to be markedly different from the starting material –
there may be structural differences but there is no evidence that 
there is any functional difference from the isolated/expanded 
cells, and so under Step 2A, are not patent eligible


Under Step 2B, there is nothing else in the claim to provide 
“significantly more” or an inventive concept
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Method Claims 5-8


5. A method for producing an isolated culture of 
cells, wherein said cells are CET+, PEC+ and BUR-, 
wherein said method comprises: 
(a) isolating liver cells from a FICPI member; 
(b) exposing said liver cells to a cocktail of 


growth factors under late night nightclub 
lighting; and 


(c) selecting for CET+/PEC+/BUR- cells.
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Method Claims 5-8


Under Step 2A, Claims 5-8 are directed to patent
ineligible subject matter (“product of nature”)


The “product of nature” exception includes non-
naturally occurring products that lack any
markedly different characteristics from the
naturally occurring cells


There has been no showing that the
characteristics of these differentiated cell lines are
markedly different from the CET-, PEC- and BUR+


cells;
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Method Claims 5-8


Under Step 2B: The additional claim elements of
Claim 5 do not provide an inventive concept or add
significantly more


The step of “isolating” a cell is well known


The step of “exposing” the liver cells to growth
factors is known;


The poor lighting does not transform the nature
of the claims


“Selecting” cells based on the detection of
natural biomarkers is routine and conventional
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FICPI Virtual 19th Open Forum 2020
Plenary 2- Arguing subject matter eligibility at the PTAB and at the EPO


An introduction to the European patent system


Dr Marion Trommsdorff November 5, 2020Examiner Directorate 1118 | Healthcare, Biotechnology, Chemistry(HBC)







European Patent Office


38 European member states 
Belgium • Germany • France • Luxembourg • Netherlands
Switzerland • United Kingdom • Sweden • Italy • Austria 
Liechtenstein • Greece • Spain • Denmark • Monaco
Portugal • Ireland • Finland • Cyprus • Turkey
Bulgaria • Czech Rep. • Estonia • Slovakia
Slovenia • Hungary • Romania • Poland • Iceland
Lithuania • Latvia • Malta • Croatia • Norway
North Macedonia • San Marino • Albania • Serbia 


Two European extension states 
Bosnia and Herzegovina • Montenegro


Four validation states 
Republic of Moldova • Morocco • Tunisia
Cambodia


Today ... an area with some
700m inhabitants
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European Patent Office


Three possible routes to file a patent


3


Route National European International
Via National offices European Patent Office 


or national offices
International Bureau or
European Patent Office or
national offices


Valid in One country Up to 38 countries
+ two extension states 
+ four validation states


Up to 152 countries


In brief Applications are 
filed with the 
relevant national 
office and are valid 
for that state only


One single application 
in DE/EN/FR for all 
EPC contracting states.
Same legal effects as 
national patents


An international patent 
procedure, not an 
international patent.
After the international phase, 
applicants can choose to 
enter the national/regional 
phase in various states







European Patent Office


Basic steps in the European grant procedure
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Examination Opposition Appeal


Publication 
of the 


application
and search 


report


Publication
of the 
patent 


specification


Filing Search Grant







European Patent Office


Publication


 Patent applications are published on 
Espacenet, 18 months after the date of 
filing (or earliest priority date)


 The search report is also published


 Third parties can submit observations at 
any time prior to grant
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Over 110 million patent documents are accessible to the 
public on epo.org/espacenet







European Patent Office


Opposition


 Any person may oppose a European patent within 


nine months of its publication


 In 73% of opposition decisions, the patent is upheld


either as granted or in amended form


 In 27% of opposition decisions, the patent is revoked


 Main grounds for opposition: novelty, inventive step, 


sufficiency of disclosure, added-subject-matter


 Clarity is not a ground for opposition


(except if unclarity is caused by an amendment to the granted claims) 
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European Patent Office


Appeal


 Appeals against decisions taken during 
grant and opposition proceedings are 
decided on by the EPO's independent 
Boards of Appeal


 They can be filed within two months after 
the date of notification of the decision


 The grounds for appeal must be provided
within four months of that date
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European Patent Office


The European grant procedure in more detail
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Applicant


EPO


Public 


European
patent


application


Filing and
formalities


examination


Search and search
report together
with preliminary


opinion on patentability


Publication of the 
patent specification


Validation in 
designated states


Substantive
examination


Publication of the 
application and
search report


Observations by 
third parties possible


withdrawal
of application


Refusal or


Grant of
European 


patent


Limitation or
revocation


proceedings


Opposition
proceedings


Appeal
proceedings







European Patent Office


Patentability


Patents are granted for inventions
in all fields of technology


To be patentable, inventions must
 be new
 involve an inventive step
 be industrially applicable


They must relate to a product, process,
apparatus or use.
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European Patent Office


Excluded from patentability under the EPC1


 Discoveries
 Scientific theories
 Mathematical methods
 Computer programs
 Aesthetic creations
 Business methods
 Methods for playing games 
 Methods for performing mental acts
 Presentations of information
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if claimed
"as such"


¹ See Article 52 EPC and the case law of the Boards of Appeal.







European Patent Office


Exceptions to patentability as defined by the EPC1


 Plant or animal varieties or essentially biological
processes for the production of plants or animals 
(e.g. marker-assisted breeding)


 Inventions whose commercial exploitation would be
contrary to "ordre public" or morality (e.g. processes
for the cloning of human beings)


 Methods for treatment of the human or animal body by
surgery or therapy and diagnostic methods practised
on the human or animal body
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¹ See Article 53 and Rule 28 EPC. 







European Patent Office


Patentability of methods of treatment (Art. 53(c), Art. 54(5))


 Method of treating disease Y with substance X: NO
 Use of substance X for treating disease Y: NO


 Substance X for use in medicine (first medical use)
 Substance X for use in the treatment of disease Y (second medical use)
 Substance X for use in the treatment of disease Z (further medical use)


Claims can also be rendered novel by:


• new patient subgroup


• new dosage regimen


• new route of administration
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European Patent Office


Patentability of genes, proteins or cells


 Rule 29(2) EPC


An element isolated from the human body or produced by means of a technical 


process (such as e.g., a gene or a cell) is patentable, even if the structure of that 


element is identical to that of a natural element.


N.B. The function of a claimed gene sequence must be credible and non obvious


• medicament (e.g. insulin, growth hormone) 


• association with cancer (e.g. diagnosis)


• receptor for specific protein or virus (drug target)
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And now let’s see how these patentability 
requirements are applied in a mock opposition 
case in front of the European patent office…


Dr Marion Trommsdorff
European Patent Office
Grasserstr. 9 | 80339 Munich | 
Germany
Tel. +49 (0)89 2399 7361
mtrommsdorff@epo.org



mailto:ffernandez@epo.org
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IPR2019-9999 Slides for Patent Owner


Background: 


“FICPI” cells (Frolic-Induced Cells for Progenitor 
Induction) – progenitor cells that have been isolated and 
expanded under certain conditions, resulting in a cellular 
phenotype which is arguably “markedly different” from the 
closest naturally-occurring counterpart.


The progenitor cells can be identified by their novel set of cell 
surface markers.  Specifically:
• Do not express the “CET” (cluster of education and training) 


marker (CET-);
• Do not express the “PEC” (program of excellent 


communication) marker (PEC-); and
• Do express the “BUR” (banter ufficiale Roberto) marker 


(BUR+).
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When exposed to a specially curated 
“cocktail” of growth factors, as well as late 
night exposure to nightclub lighting, the CET-


/PEC-/BUR+ FICPI cells can differentiate into 
at least the following 3 lineages:


CET5+/PEC+/BUR-


CET6+/PEC+/BUR-


CET7+/PEC+/BUR-
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Analysis used by USPTO for patent 
eligibility 
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Claims 1-4: 
1. A composition comprising an isolated culture of 
cells, wherein said cells are CET-, PEC-and BUR+.
2. The composition of Claim 1, wherein the isolated 
culture comprises at least 80% CET-/PEC-/BUR+ cells.
3. The composition of Claim 1, wherein the isolated 
culture is essentially free of any CET marker.
4. The composition of Claim 3, wherein the isolated 
culture is essentially free of any PEC marker.


Patent Owner’s Arguments 
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• FICPI cells do not appear to be naturally 
occurring in FICPI members’ liver


Argument – The CET-/PEC-/BUR+ phenotype 
does is not naturally occurring in FICPI 
members’ livers.
The marker expression pattern is the result of 


the isolation and expansion procedures and 
the cells are not naturally occurring, i.e. are 
markedly different from naturally occurring 
cells.   
Therefore the claims pass Step 2A and are not 


directed to a natural phenomenon. 
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Motion to Amend
37 CFR 42.121 Amendment of the patent.
(a) Motion to amend. A patent owner may file one motion to 
amend a patent, but only after conferring with the Board.


(1) Due date. Unless a due date is provided in a Board order, a 
motion to amend must be filed no later than the filing of a patent 
owner response.
(2) Scope. A motion to amend may be denied where:


(i) The amendment does not respond to a ground of unpatentability 
involved in the trial; or
(ii) The amendment seeks to enlarge the scope of the claims of the patent or 
introduce new subject matter.


(3) A reasonable number of substitute claims. A motion to 
amend may cancel a challenged claim or propose a 
reasonable number of substitute claims. The presumption is 
that only one substitute claim would be needed to replace 
each challenged claim, and it may be rebutted by a 
demonstration of need.
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Patent Owner Motion to Amend 
the claims


9. A composition for producing an isolated 
culture of cells, wherein said cells are CET+, PEC+ 


and BUR-, wherein said composition comprises 
one or more growth factors selected from GNT, 
VIN, BIR, MARG, RUM, B52 or MYTY.
11. (New) A composition comprising an isolated 
culture of cells, wherein said cells have at one 
of the following sets of surface markers, 


• CET5+/PEC+/BUR-


• CET6+/PEC+/BUR-


• CET7+/PEC+/BUR-.
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CET-/PEC-/BUR+ FICPI cells can differentiate into 
at least the following 3 lineages, when exposed 
to a specially curated “cocktail” of growth 
factors, as well as late night exposure to 
nightclub lighting: 


• CET5+/PEC+/BUR-


• CET6+/PEC+/BUR-


• CET7+/PEC+/BUR-


Argument - The marker sets above do not 
occur in nature and are a structural change to 
the cells from how they occur naturally.  
Therefore proposed claim 11 passes Step 2A 


and is not directed to a natural phenomenon. 
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• Claim 10. 
10. A method for treating liver disease, comprising 
administering to a FICPI patient in need thereof, an 
amount of the composition of Claim 1.
Argument: Claim 10, directed to a method of 


treatment, is patent eligible under the holding of 
Vanda Pharmaceuticals Inc. v. West-Ward 
Pharmaceuticals, 887 F.3d 1117 (Fed. Cir. 2018) and 
the subsequently issue USPTO guidance, which states, 


“(1) "method of treatment" claims that practically apply 
natural relationships should be considered patent eligible 
under Step 2A of the USPTO's subject matter eligibility 
guidance; and (2) it is not necessary for "method of 
treatment" claims that practically apply natural 
relationships to include nonroutine or unconventional 
steps to be considered patent eligible under 35 U.S.C. §
101.” USPTO Memorandum issued June 7, 2018. 
Therefore claim 10 is patent eligible.  
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Claims 5-8
5. A method for producing an isolated culture of 
cells, wherein said cells are CET+, PEC+ and BUR-, 
wherein said method comprises: (a) isolating 
liver cells from a FICPI member; (2) exposing 
said liver cells to a cocktail of growth factors 
under late night nightclub lighting; and (3) 
selecting for CET+/PEC+/BUR- cells.
6. The method of Claim 5, wherein said cells are 
CET5+.
7. The method of Claim 5, wherein said cells are 
CET6+.
8. The method of Claim 5, wherein said cells are 
CET7+.
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Arguments:
There is no evidence presented that cells naturally occur 


which are CET+/PEC+/BUR- . 
CET+/PEC+/BUR- cells only occur through exposure to 


cocktail of growth factors under late night nightclub lighting, 
which one skilled in the art knows does not occur in nature.  


The step of exposure to a cocktail of growth factors under 
late night nightclub lighting is not conventionally done. 


Therefore, the method of claims 5-8 are not directed to a 
judicial exception and are patent eligible under Step 2A.


Alternatively, the method recites additional elements that 
amount to more than the judicial exception under Step 2B 
with the recitation of the nonconventional step of exposure 
to a cocktail of growth factors under late night nightclub 
lighting.  
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